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Madeira 
 

History 
- Portuguese island in the Atlantic Ocean 

- 600km from the coast of Morocco 

- Name also of the fortified wine Madeira 

1419 

- discovered and colonized by Portuguese Merchants 

- Prepared for agriculture - terraces and irrigation built 

- Mainly, sugar, wheat  and vine 

 

Century 16th 

- Decline of sugar industry, due to competition – wine became main export 

 

17th and 18th century (peak) 

- British merchants in Madeira 

- Wines sent to their colonies in North America and West indies 

- The time on the ship improved the quality of the wine 

- Wines used as hold ballast on ships – just to improve quality 

-  

19th and 20t century (decline) 

- Difficult time 

- Powdery mildew and phylloxera in late 19th – destroyed vineyards / reduced yields 

- During 20th – prohibition in the USA, 2nd World War, Russian revolution – impacted 

negatively the major markets for Madeira 

- End of the century – more stable (sales far below the peak) but consumer taste 

has changed 

 

- 1979 – Instituto do Vinho da Madeira but superseded by 

- 2006 – Instituto do Vinho, do Bordado e do Artesanato da Madeira (IVBAM) 

- 1986 – Portugal part of EU – regulations + EU subsides = improvement in quality of 

Madeira 

21st Century 

- Still investments in quality 

 

The growing environment and grape growing 
 

Climate, vineyard location and soil 

 
- Warm summers (20-22C) 

- Mild winter (16-17C) 

- In the warmest sites, lack of winter dormancy 

- Range of microclimates – mountainous island – temperature cooler with altitude 

 

Mountains 

- Reaching up to 1,800m 
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- Humid winds coming from North-West > the mountains/altitude cause this moist 

air in the winds to cool and condensate into rainclouds > so... 

- North and centre – cooler and wetter – 3,000mm rain per year – wetter and 

cooler than south 

- The rainfall is in the autumn and winter 

 

- Madeira area 74,000ha – just 450ha are vineyards 

 

Vineyards 

- in 800 altitude 

- Relatively near the coast – no vines in the centre of the island because it is forest 

in the mountainous part 

Soil 

- Volcanic 

- Rich in nutrients + plentiful rain = fertile conditions – vigorous vines 

 

Grape Varieties 
 

- Before 19th century, highly esteemed: Malvasia and Terrantez 

- Most planted: Verdelho 

- Then, powdery mildew and phylloxera decimated vineyards 

- Then, American and hybrid vines planted due resistance to pest and disease and 

produce large, reliable crop – but not the same quality as v. vinifera 

- With EU schemes, a significant proportion of these wines have been replanted to 

come back to vinifera 

- (*) still a significant number of American and hybrids but they cannot be used to 

make madeira 

 

Several vinifera permitted for madeira 

- Before – noble, good and authorized – noble being: sercial, Verdelho, boal and 

Malvasia 

- Now – recommended and authorized (authorized are varieties introduced after 

phylloxera but not with the same potential of quality) 

Recommended 

- tinta negra (in the old system, it was in the good category – main vinifera after 

phylloxera – don’t have the same potential of quality), sercial, Verdelho, boal, 

Malvasia, terrantez. 

- They are important for the quality of the wine – their plantings are small 

 

Tinta Negra 

- The most planted variety 

- High yielding – easy to grow 

- Just since 2015 that the grape can be used in the label 

- Used in wines where the sweetness appears on the label 

- Produce all level of sweetness 

Sercial 

- High acidity 
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- Used for the driest styles 

- Late ripening – latest variety to be picked (rarely above the minimum potential 

alcohol) 

- Resistant to powdery mildew 

- Susceptible to botrytis 

- Poor fruit set 

- Plantings are small 

 

Verdelho 

- 2nd most planted vinifera 

- High acidity (lower than sercial) 

- Susceptible to: - botrytis bunch rot – coulure – downy and powdery mildew 

 

Boal (Boal cachudo / Malvasia fina in white port) 

- Best grown in warm, low altitude – South of the island 

- Susceptible to drought – needs irrigation to thrive 

- Used to semi-sweet wines 

 

Malvasia (Malvasia candida / Malmsey) 

- Highly prized for quality 

- Susceptible to powdery mildew – limit yield – small plantings 

- Malvasia de Sao Jorge (most common Malvasia on Madeira) – can produce high 

yields – susceptible to botrytis bunch rot 

 

Terrantez 

- Planting very limited 

- Susceptible to powdery mildew and botrytis – so because of that, picked soon 

after it reaches 9% abv potential alcohol 

 

Vineyard Management 
 

- Vineyards terraced to make plantings on steeped slopes viable 

 

Latadas = pergola system 

- Allow air circulation above and beneath – It helps reduce fungal diseases in the 

humid climate 

- Permits other crops to be grown underneath the pergola system – effective use of 

a small landholding 

 

Also, planted with cordon trained, VSP = espaldeira 

 

Diseases 

- Pressure is high because It’s warm and humid 

- Downy mildew 

- Botrytis bunch rot 

- Phomosis 
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- Solution 1: canopy management techniques may help – shoot positioning, leaf 

removal 

- Solution 2: fungicide spray is necessary 

 

Irrigation 

- Widely practised 

- Levadas – small irrigation channels from the centre of the island to the vineyard 

areas 

- South of the island: lower rainfall – irrigation is required 

 

Harvest date 

- Official date decided by IVBAM – together with producers and growers 

- End of August – start of September 

- Harvest by hand 

- Minimum potential alcohol 9% abv – in general picked with no more than 11% abv 

- Prices for grapes based on variety and health of the grape 

- More expensive ones: sercial, Verdelho, boal, Malvasia 

- Less expensive: tinta negra 

- Maximum yield according to vintage conditions 

- Usually 150hl / ha (high) – due to fertile soils and plentiful water for irrigation 

 

 

Winemaking 

 

Grapes arrival at the winery 

- Checked for weight, health and potential alcohol 

- Representants of IVBAM must be present 

- Grapes destemmed and crushed 

Skin contact 

- Varies by producer 

- Tinta negra often fermented on the skins – especially for medium sweet and 

sweet 

- Some producers doing for white 

Fermentation 

- Stainless steel 

- Ambient yeasts 

Timing of fortification 

- Sweeter styles – fortification earlier to retain more Residual sugar – ferment for 2 

days 

- Drier styles – fortification later – ferment for a week 

Fortifying alcohol 

- 96% abv grape spirit – neutral 

- Must be checked by IVBAM 

- After fortification – wines usually contain 17% - 18% abv 

 

Before maturation 
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- Wines will be fined - bentonite, gelatine and albumin) 

- Filtered – diatomaceous earth 

- Wines will be tasted and classified according to style and quality – to determine 

their maturation pathways 

 

 

Maturation 
 

- Replicates the hot, oxidative conditions – like when shipped in 17th and 18th 

century 

- There are 2 options 

 

 

 

Estufagem 
- Wines heated in controlled stainless-steel vessels – estufas 

 

Heated to 45-50C – maximum of 50c permitted 

- Using a heating coil or water jacket 

- Remain in tank for a minimum of 3 months 

 

- Representatives of IVBAM – seal the vessel/and break the seal at the end 

- Vessel not filled to the top – allow oxidation 

- After, wine allow to cool, it is filtered and then rest for 6-12 months 

- May not be sold until 31st of October for 2nd year from harvest 

- Wines with baked/stewed profile – process have improved with years 

- Quick ageing process – less complexity than gradual canteiro 

- Used for 3-5 years old tinta negra 

 

Canteiro 
- Longer process – higher quality wines 

- Matured in oak vessels – warm environment 

- Loaf or warehouse – heated by the sun 

- Vessels 400l – 700l 

- Small headspace of air – aid oxidative development 

- Temperature – 25c to 40c 

 

Possibilities 

- Producers with warehouses with different temperatures 

- Some warehouses with warmer and cooler areas 

- Vessels near the top – warmer 

- Vessels near the ground – cooler 

- Typical – young wines stored in warmer conditions 

- Then, moved to cooler parts for further ageing 

 

- Humidity is high – but because of the warm conditions – evaporation of water 
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With the evaporation of water 

- Alcohol rises to 19% - 20% abv 

- Concentrate sugar 

- Concentrate acidity 

- Concentrate aromas compounds 

- Volatile acid also rises 

 

- Cannot be sold until 3 years after 1st January following harvest 

- Representative IVBAM must seal and unseal vessels 

- Further ageing – larger wooden vessels, stainless steel vats or demi-johns – limit 

further evaporation 

- Beyond the minimum time of ageing – producers can apply via IVBAM for EU 

subsidy to offset the cost of ageing for further 5 years 

EU subsidy 

- Depends on the volume in hl 

- If approved, IVBAM seal the vessel and unseal after 5 years 

- Producers can request permission to check the wine (and ageing if necessary) – 

under supervision of IVBAM (within the 5 years) 

- After 5 years, producer decide if wants to apply for another 5-year subsidy 

 

Maturation process for Madeira wines 

- Huge impact on the style 

Oxidation 

- Colour gradually turns brown 

- Primary aromas to tertiary – dried fruits 

Depending in style, age, quality can have: 

- Dried apricot 

- Raisin 

- Caramel 

- Chocolate 

- Nuts 

- Smoky character 

 

- Most madeira is non-vintage 

- Blends from different vintages – for consistency from year after year 

- Blends from different vineyard – for consistency from year after year 

- Different barrels from different areas in the warehouse – for certain style or 

consistency 

- Youngest matured in estufas + older in canteiro = certain style or complexity 

 

Adjustments 

- Fining and filtering before bottling 

- Caramel to add colour – inexpensive and mid-priced 

- Carbon fining to strip colour 

- RCGM to add sweetness 

- Add drier wine to decrease sweetness 
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Styles of Madeira 
 

- Label based on the grape variety - level of sweetness – length of ageing – single 

vintage or NV 

 

Level of sweetness: 

- Extra dry 

- Dry 

- Medium dry 

- Medium sweet – or medium rich 

- Sweet – or rich 

 

- Even dry has some level of sweetness 

- Overlap of categories – one producer dry can be another producer medium-dry 

- Many Madeiras (especially premium) are varietally labelled 

- Each grape associated with a style 

 

Sercial 

- Extra dry or dry 

- Lightest coloured and bodied 

- Citrus peel 

- Nuts 

 

Verdelho 

- Medium dry 

- More residual sugar – more body – rounder texture than sercial 

- Sweetness on the palate – give impression of sweeter flavours – candied fruit 

- Darker in colour than sercial 

 

Boal 

- Medium sweet 

- Body fuller and sweeter than Verdelho 

- Darker in colour / flavours 

- Caramel 

- Chocolate 

- Candied nuts 

 

Malvasia – also called Malmsey 

- Sweet 

- Full-bodied 

- Brown in colour 

- Sweetest style – still balanced by refreshing high acidity 

- Raisins 

- Caramel 

 

Terrantez 
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- Medium dry or medium sweet 

- High levels of sugar but with a delicacy 

- Citrus peel 

- Caramel 

- Floral 

 

 

Tinta Negra 

- Since 2015 can be varietally labelled 

- Any level of sweetness 

 

Varietal wines 

- Indication of style (e.g Medium dry) DOES NOT need to appear on the label 

- Since 2015, MUST HAVE bottling date 

 

Further Madeira categories 
 

Madeira with an indication of age 

 
- NV 

- May be labelled – 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, more than 50 years old 

- Indication of style (like tawny port) - rather than a minimum age or an average 

- Wine verified by IVBAM tasting panel – account of all wines used in the blend 

- They may also be labelled – according to style and/or grape variety 

- Quality and price rise with increased age 

 

5 years-old 

- Mainly tinta negra 

- Estufagem 

- Good to very good 

- Mid-price 

 

10 years-old or older 

- One of the white varieties 

- Some producers may use tinta negra – now the name can appear on the label 

- Canteiro 

With increased time maturating – the oldest wine tends: 

- Concentrate 

- Complex 

- Highest levels of acidity 

20 years of more tend to be: 

- Outstanding 

- Premium and super-premium prices 

 

Standard blends 
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- Many Madeira does not qualify for age indications 

- Sold 3-4 years after harvest 

- Categorised as Correntes by IVBAM 

- Labelled with a brand name of the producer – e.g. Blandy’s Duke of Clarence 

- Or labelled by style description – e.g. Henriques and Henriques Full Rich Madeira 

 

Rainwater 
- Light style 

- Light body, alcohol and concentration of flavours 

- Around 18% abv 

- Medium dry 

- Maximum age indication 10 years old 

- Name originated when casks awaiting shipment where left open outside – rain 

diluted the wine 

 

Frasqueira (or garrafeira) 

 

- Flagship of a producer’s range 

- Vintage madeira 

- Minimum age in wood: 20 years old 

- Coming from a grape variety 

- Label: grape + year of harvest + year of bottling 

- Since 2015, tinta negra is permitted 

- Quality MUST BE accessed by tasting panel IVBAM 

- Super premium prices 

- Style depends on the variety 

- Wines notable for their concentration and complexity of tertiary flavours and 

sweetness balanced by high acidity 

 

Colheita 
 

- Vintage madeira 

- Grapes from a single year 

- Minimum age in wood: 5 years 

- Blend or single variety 

- Grapes does not need to appear on the bottle 

- MUST HAVE: harvest year + bottling year 

- Quality accessed by tasting panel IVBAM 

- New category since 2000 

- Much lower ageing requirement than garrafeira – so became popular 

- All producers make colheira wines 

-  

 

Wine law and wine business 
 

Structure of the industry 
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- Vineyard land – highly fragmented – over 1,000 growers with average 0.3ha 

vineyard holding 

- Winemaking and maturation – consolidated – only 8 producers 

Largest producers: 

- Justino’s 

- Madeira Wine Company 

- Henriques and Henriques 

- Madeira wine company and H&H – own or rent vineyards (only a small percentage 

of their production) 

- Which means = all producers buy grapes – from as many as a few hundred 

growers 

- Producers use agents to smooth the process – providing consultation for growers 

during the growing season / coordinate harvest. 

 

IVBAM 
- Founded in 2006 

- Coordinates and support the wine and embroidery industries in Madeira 

- Monitor Madeira stocks and quality control 

- Representatives MUST be present at – grape reception – seal and unseal of 

maturation vessel 

- Tasting panel and laboratory check for – age indicated – vintage 

- Technicians – visit growers to give advice and support 

- Set regulations as part of production and labelling of Madeira 

 

Madeira Sales 
- Stable for the past few decades – 2019 sales: 3.2 million litres 

 

Majority of sales volume 

- Young Current Madeira (Tinta negra: 1.9 million litres) 

- 5- and 10-years old (most common from age indicated) 

- Varietally labelled – Sercial, Verdelho, Boal and Malvasia (most Terrantez is sold as 

Garrafeira or 20 years old) 

- Colheita and frasqueira – 2019 sold: 44,000 litres – more common than the NV 

age indicated 20- to 50-years old 

 

- Sales value has an increase (18.7 million Euros in 2019) – colheita and frasqueira 

increasing their share 

 

Domestic Market 

- Madeira – 2nd largest market – 0.49 million litres (including tourists) 

Export market 

- France – 1st largest market – 0.90 million litres 

- Germany – 0.29 million litres – mainly inexpensive 

- Japan – 0.26 million litres – expensive madeira 

 

Madeira for cooling and/or confectionery 

- Significant volume of inexpensive Madeira 
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- 1/5 or 20% of madeira total sales – for food industry and other purposes (e.g 

flavouring schnapps) 

- Inexpensive madeiras – heated by estufagem – released after a few months 

- For cooking purposes – may be modified and added salt/pepper – e.g for sauce 

production 

 

 


